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The online casino specialists at Supercasino.com have shared their thoughts following the news that the
UK Gambling Commission is encouraging player input into its License Conditions and Codes of Practice.
The Commission recently announced the forthcoming publication of the framework for its consultative phase
on the licensing conditions, creating opportunities for gambling operators and customers to submit their
thoughts and suggestions. Interested parties have until the 14th December to make submissions to the
improvements which include amendments to areas such as the way complaints and disputes are handled,
information requirements, the protection of player deposits and co-operation with the Commission. There
will also be a number of consultation meetings and workshops held from September until November.
The changes come following speculation that the remote gambling sector that the Commission regulates is
likely to grow significantly in the near future.
Online casino company Super casino (http://www.supercasino.com/) have a strong commitment to the
industry. Dedicated to pursuing the latest industry updates and developments, the team were pleased to
hear of the opportunity for gambling customers, operators and bodies to share their input. A
representative from the firm gives their views on the subject.
“It’s exciting that the UK Gambling Commission is presenting the public which such a wide opportunity
to contribute to its policies. We will be interested to see the level of reaction this receives from
gamblers and operators as well as the level of impact this has on the eventual changes.”
With live roulette games broadcast on Channel 5 and Sky channel 862, Super casino is the longest running
and most popular online TV casino in the world. Famous for providing a realistic gaming experience
online, Supercasino.com offers games to suit a variety of tastes, including Super Casino roulette
(http://www.supercasino.com/games/roulette), blackjack, card games, table and video poker as well as a
selection of slots and arcade games.
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